A tin oxide/copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) layer stack was investigated with two complementary photoemission methods. Non-destructive analysis of the electronic properties at the SnO x /CuPc interface was performed applying angle-dependent measurements with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ADXPS) and energy-resolved photoemission yield spectroscopy (PYS). The different components (related to oxide layer and organic overlayer as well as to contamination features) observed in the spectra were assigned to a particular layer by relative depth plot analysis. ADXPS allowed determination of the chemical and electronic structure of the investigated samples. The addition of the organic ultra-thin film to the oxide layer caused a significant increase of the structure's photoemission yield. The combination of ADXPS and PYS allowed determination of the work function of constituent layers, and charge transfer phenomena at the SnO x /CuPc buried interface. An interface dipole of 0.23 eV was detected, assigned to charge transfer across the interface from the oxide layer towards the organic film. The energy level alignment at the SnO x /CuPc interface was determined, and presented in a band-like diagram, together with depth-dependent changes of the core energy levels of the structure's constituents. Finally the role of the oxide's defect-related energy levels in the charge transfer was discussed. The results obtained exhibit significance ranging from investigation, basic understanding and application of such hybrid films. Application of these results in hybrid electronic devices can help understanding and furthering this technology.
Introduction
In recent times, low-dimensional nanoscale materials have attracted more and more attention owing to a number of technological applications. [1] [2] [3] Among them hybrid materials and the creation of inorganic-organic heterojunctions are especially under rapid development owing to their vast range of applications, ranging from photovoltaics 4, 5 through other optoelectronic and thermoelectronic devices [6] [7] [8] to inorganic-organic transistors. 9 Although a number of systems and their characterization have been presented recently in the field of hybrid materials, 10, 11 there is a significant need to search for cost-effective technologies, including cheap and non-precious materials, and characterization methods.
Among inorganic materials for heterojunctions, tin oxides are interesting semiconducting materials that promise a wide variety of technological applications, such as energy conservation or photovoltaic devices. 12 Tin oxides are a group of wide band gap transparent oxides in which the deviation from stoichiometry as well as the presence of additional defects and impurities creates states in the band gap, modifying its electronic structure. A targeted modification can hence be used to tune to a desired application. 13 Good candidates for the organic part of the junction are metallophthalocyanines (MePc), molecular semiconductors with high chemical stability and good electrical and optical properties. 14 An excellent representative MePc is copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), which up to the last decade was used mainly as a dye. CuPc is now becoming a more and more popular organometallic compound that is already applied in third generation solar cells, gas sensors and advanced opto-electronic technologies. [15] [16] [17] Inorganic-organic junctions based on tin oxides have been investigated recently, [18] [19] [20] however the focus was on characterization and modification of the tin dioxide as the inorganic part of the junction. Works focusing on the properties of the interface between SnO x and the organic material are still rare. 21 The origin of device efficiency is often related to the inorganicorganic junction properties, and to the physical phenomena occurring at the buried heterojunction. 22, 23 It is especially important in the case of ultra-thin layers where the Debye screening length is in the order of the layer thickness, as the surface, subsurface and interfacial phenomena can affect the quality and efficiency of component operation. 24 Therefore, monitoring the processes at the interface, including charge carrier transfer together with interfacial electronic and chemical properties and energy level alignment, becomes crucial for optimal performance of heterostructures.
Several approaches have been used for comprehensive investigation of the buried interfaces, e.g. (i) step-by-step deposition and simultaneous investigation, 25 (ii) ion-etchingassisted examinations, 26 and (iii) synchrotron radiation-based photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. 27 Though these methods yield detailed information, they possess a number of disadvantages, like complicated setup combining processing technology with detection (i and iii), possible sample damage with the probability of selective etching (ii), and finally, the overall cost limits general accessibility.
Therefore, in the case of ultra-thin layered systems, angledependent photoemission measurements are at the center of attention, as these permit non-destructive examination of layered samples with extremely low influence of the probing medium onto the structure being probed. Another advantage is the ability to use standard lab-based experimental techniques for post-process quality assessment of the structures.
The methodology was described in our previous study 28 on ultra-thin tin oxide nonstoichiometric layers examined with Angle Dependent Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ADXPS). This work represents one step forward: to the prepared tin oxide layer, we are adding an ultra-thin CuPc layer that results in a hybrid heterojunction at the buried interface between SnO x (x E 1.25) and CuPc. Owing to the perspective application of this SnO x /CuPc system in hybrid electronics, it should be possible to fully recognize the creation of the interface between the layers. In order to augment the ADXPS with the ability to determine the electronic properties (e.g. work function) at the interface, photoemission yield spectroscopy (PYS) was applied. Owing to the similar probing depth as in XPS, this method is well-suited for complementing investigations of the buried interfaces.
This work describes the fabrication of a thin film inorganic/ organic hybrid junction based on SnO x , and the detailed characterization of its electronic structure and chemical composition. Particularly, there are two main objectives of the presented work. The first is to demonstrate the ability of the combination of ADXPS and PYS spectroscopies for investigation of electronic phenomena at inorganic/organic buried interfaces. The second is to apply this methodology for the evaluation of energy level alignment at the hybrid SnO x /CuPc nanostructure.
Experimental details
The SnO x /CuPc samples were prepared on silicon Si(100) wafer substrates (SiMat, n-type, P-doped, 5-10 O cm). Silicon wafers were first cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in acetone, isopropanol, and de-ionized water sequentially for 15 min per each cleaning medium. Then, the substrates were blown with nitrogen and dried in a furnace at 110 1C for 30 min. SnO x sol (0.025 M) was prepared by mixing tin(IV) isopropoxide with triethylamine (TEA) in a molar ratio of 1 : 2, and subsequent dilution with isopropanol. All reagents were used as purchased from VWR International. Prior to sol deposition, the substrates were functionalized by rinsing with 0.007 M TEA in isopropanol and then immediately dried with nitrogen. The spin-coating process (Spin-coater P6700, Specialty Coating Systems Inc.) was conducted at 500 rpm for 2 s, 2000 rpm for 8 s and 6000 rpm for 20 s. Immediately after deposition, the samples were dried in air for 10 min at 110 1C. Finally, samples were annealed in a tube furnace at 550 1C for 4 h in ambient atmosphere.
The CuPc ultra-thin layers were deposited in an ultra-high vacuum system by PVD. The system base pressure was lower than 5 Â 10 À7 Pa. Prior the deposition, the CuPc powder was degassed and purified by heating the crucible up to 240 1C for 5 h. The evaporation process was controlled by quartz crystal microbalance (PREVAC TMC-13). In order to obtain uniform CuPc films, the evaporation rate was kept at the level of 0.1 Å s À1 .
ADXPS was carried out on a Physical Electronics PHI Quantera II spectrometer equipped with an Al K a micro-focused source (spot diameter o100 mm) and a dual-beam charge neutralizer. The survey spectra were recorded with an energy step of 0.4 eV and the pass energy set to 140 eV. The individual core level spectra were recorded with an energy step 0.025 eV and the pass energy set to 26 eV. The XPS system base pressure was 2 Â 10 À8 Pa. All XPS spectra were recorded with varying take-off angles (TOA, defined as the angle between the analyzer axis and sample's plane normal) from 01 to 701. The acceptance angle of the analyzer was set to AE41.
XPS data were analyzed by curve fitting using CASA XPS software. 29 Each peak was represented by Gaussian (70%) and Lorentzian (30%) lines. The secondary electron background was subtracted with use of the Shirley function. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the components at the same energy region was allowed to vary within a narrow range. We used the lowest possible number of components to obtain acceptably low residual values. The estimated uncertainty for a particular component energy position was 0.04 eV. Quantitative analysis, including component ratio determination, was done with use of CASA XPS embedded relative sensitivity factors (RSF) and algorithms. The binding energy (B.E.) scale was calibrated to Au 4f 7/2 (84.0 eV) 30 recorded for the gold plate placed in the same sample holder.
For the information depth estimation, the same procedure as in our previous study was applied. 28 The procedure is based on the algorithm introduced by Opila and Eng, 31 which is also utilized by major equipment providers. 32 Assuming that the intensity I of the photoelectron signal is a function of information depth d, it can be approximated as: 31 I = I 0 exp(Àd/l cosY), where I 0 is the intensity at the bare surface, l is the electron escape depth and y is the TOA. In the current work an information depth of 0 nm is assigned to the vicinity of SnO x /CuPc interface.
It has to be stated that the depth estimation was performed with the following assumptions: (i) B65% of the photoelectron signal comes from a depth of less than electron attenuation length l a (with this assumption l a = l), 33 (ii) diffraction and scattering of the photoelectrons is negligible, (iii) the layer is continuous, (iv) the X-ray intensity is essentially unattenuated throughout the analyzed layer and (v) l a is constant within the examined film.
All of the necessary values of l a were calculated with the use of the NIST electron inelastic mean free path database and electron attenuation length software. 34 The embedded algorithms are based on analysis proposed by Werner 35 using the TPP-2M (Tanuma-Powell-Penn) 36 algorithm. The l a for the substrate Sn 3d peak in the CuPc organic overlayer was determined to be 2.54 (5) nm. Following the analysis procedure that was used for SnO x characterization 28 and was originally proposed by Cumpson, 37 the total thickness of the CuPc layer was determined as 2.75(25) nm, which agreed with the indications of the QCM (3.00 nm).
PYS measurements were also done under UHV conditions (system base pressure 7.5 Â 10 À8 Pa). The samples were irradiated with UV light from a deuterium source, which was passed through a Zeisst monochromator providing the excitation range 200-400 nm (3.1-6.2 eV) with a resolution of 1 nm. The spectral intensity of light was monitored by a Rohre M12FQC51 photomultiplier. The sample was irradiated utilizing a fiber-based optical path with calibrated photon spectral intensity of the incident photon flux, assuring the independency of the photoemission yield from any external conditions. The photoemission yield spectra were recorded using a spectrometer utilizing a Hamamatsu channeltron electron multiplier and a SemiInstrumentst acquisition setup.
All of the uncertainties were estimated based on the standard uncertainty propagation methods, which can be found elsewhere. 38 The uncertainty analysis takes into account possible charging effects 39, 40 angular broadening 41 and random errors that could occur during the experiment.
Results and discussion
The chemical composition of the obtained bi-layer system was checked initially on the basis of the Sn 3d and O 1s XPS energy regions. Fig. 1 presents a decomposition of the O 1s energy region. The two evident components have been assigned to oxygen bonded to tin (lower binding energy) and to adsorbed oxygen contamination (higher binding energy). The latter might originate from oxygen uptake from the environment, water vapor or carbonaceous species. The oxygen uptake was already observed in the literature and in our former studies. 42 The inset to Fig. 1 presents the Sn 3d energy region.
The peaks show high symmetry. Comparing these results to our previous studies 28 leads us to conclude that no additional components appeared in the O 1s and Sn 3d energy regions, which suggests a lack of any covalent bonding created between the substrate oxide layer and the organic overlayer.
To support this statement and to investigate the chemical composition of the CuPc layer after deposition, the most representative C 1s, N 1s and Cu 2p energy regions were analyzed. The C 1s decomposition agrees with the standard for CuPc components, i.e. C-C and C-N together with their satellites and expected intensity ratios. 43 The analysis of residual signal showed minor contamination of the layer with oxygen (as represented by the overlapping C-O/CQO component). 44 This is in agreement with the O 1s region analysis made before. The Cu 2p region also exhibited a classical CuPc shape, with the very characteristic satellite feature (upper inset to Fig. 2 ). The last element to discuss in terms of the organic layer quality is the N 1s region (presented in the lower inset to Fig. 2 ). It also presents the one-component trace of the signal with a small satellite peak at the high binding energy side. 43 Summarizing, there is no evidence in any signal, neither from the SnO x nor the CuPc side, of any covalent bonding between the SnO x substrate layer and the CuPc organic overlayer.
As an introduction to electronic structure analysis, the investigation of the valance band (VB) -Sn 4d energy region is presented in Fig. 3 for TOA = 901. The decomposition of the VB region (inset to Fig. 3 ) revealed the existence of the SnO x and CuPc components as expected. In general, for the SnO x layer the VB region should originate from mixing of the O 2p and Sn 5p/5s orbitals. 45, 46 The shape of the tin oxide-related peaks in this region shows strong similarities with the VB region of tin(IV) oxide, SnO 2Àd . 47 The SnO x investigated in this work is hence an oxygen-deficient tin(IV) oxide, in line with expectations, because a tin(IV)-based precursor was used. Based on our previous results 28 the decomposition revealed the existence of the defect level states at the low binding energy side of the VB onset. Defect levels mainly originate from oxygen and tin vacancies; V O and V Sn , respectively. 48 The defect levels, hereafter referred to as VD, are the dominant signals in this energy region (i.e. close to the Fermi level 49 ), and their analysis is done under the assumption that the contribution from the organic layer is suppressed by the oxide signal; this assumption will be discussed further within this manuscript. The organic layer contribution is represented by the existence of C 2p and N 2p components. The assignment of the components is done on the basis of the available literature and databases, 50 leaving open the possibility of misinterpretation, e.g. due to transport of impurities across the interface. In order to arrive at an unambiguous placement of the particular components, i.e. assign the components to the oxide or organic layer, a Relative Depth Plot (RDP) was applied. 51 The RDP is a simple approach intended to point out the positioning of elements (or chemical states, if identified) in multilayered structures with respect to their surface or to the bulk. It does not provide absolute depth measurements and thickness, but indicates the location of the species on the relative depth plot connected to its average depth. 52 The RDP is constructed for each species by calculating the natural logarithm of the ratio of the XPS peak area at near to the grazing emission angle to that at near to the normal emission. 53 In general, species with higher relative depth are located closer to the surface, while those with lower depth are deeper into the bulk, thus determining the layer ordering. 52 The RDP for the main SnO x -and CuPc-related components is presented in Fig. 4 . Most of the components are placed as expected, i.e. C-C, N and C 2p components are originating from the organic overlayer. The components related to the oxide layer are, according to the RDP results: Sn-O, O-Sn, defect levels and carbon contamination. The VB SnO x component reflects the Sn 5p/5s peak position. An important result of this analysis is the confirmation that C 2p is a constituent of the CuPc signal, and the assignment of the VB SnO x and defect levels as originated from SnO x . It confirms the assignment of the components within the VB energy region made on the basis of chemical expectations (Fig. 3) .
One more issue to be discussed from the RDP analysis is the contaminants' positioning in the SnO x /CuPc structure. The carbon contamination was located within the SnO x layer, which is consistent with findings made in ref. 28 . It means that either the carbon contamination is solely originating from the SnO x layer, or the minor carbon contamination from the CuPc layer is being suppressed by the majority signal outgoing from the oxide layer. Next, the oxygen contamination was found to be placed at the interface between the organic and the oxide layer. This is highly probable since the oxygen-containing species from the environment would diffuse through the porous organic overlayer. However, this signal can also originate from oxygen species adsorbed at the SnO x surface before organic layer deposition. It is well known that Sn(IV) is a strong oxidant, 54 so that in the presence of an electron donor, e.g. oxygen, it would lead to preferential oxidation of organics exactly at the interface. The application of ADXPS and procedures described in ref. 28 allowed plotting the binding energy changes of the particular components as a function of the information depth for the organic overlayer. The components' energy change plots are depicted in Fig. 5 . Because the method is based on the depth positioning with respect to the samples' surface and because all calculations (IMFP, attenuation length and others) take into consideration the CuPc-related material constants, the respective energy changes in the oxide layer have to be plotted a as function of TOA. In these terms, the higher the TOA, the more buried the majority signal measurement point is. Fig. 5 (a) presents relative binding energy changes of the SnO x -related deep core levels, i.e. Sn 3d/4d and O 1s as a function of TOA. The plot contains also trace of carbon and oxygen contamination peaks. The evident shift of the levels can be observed with the magnitude varying from 0.20 eV to 0.35 eV, dependent on the component. It has to be kept in mind that the overall level shift is the sum of the chemical shift, changes in local electrostatic potential and possible charging effects. 55 However, the shape of the changes trace for particular components rather excludes charging as the reason for the energy level shift-charging would imply the same shift for all of the components. Therefore, the conclusion drawn out from these data is that the major contribution to the energy change is the sum of the chemical shift and the changes in the electrostatic potential. The latter may arise from charge rearrangement at the SnO x /CuPc interface. Charge rearrangement at the interface will be further elaborated within the following paragraphs. Fig. 5(b) presents the shift of the components that are most significant for the electronic structure of the valence band. For deeper analysis, the VB max and VB onset are analyzed separately. The same procedure was applied to VD defect levels, which was analysed to yield VD max and VD onset , respectively. Although the C 2p is a CuPc-related component and could be presented on a depth-dependent scale, it belongs to the VB region of the photoemission spectrum so in our opinion it is more appropriate to present it with the rest of the VB-related components.
The analysis presented in Fig. 5(b) led to the conclusion that (i) VB max and VD max are being shifted towards lower binding energies in the vicinity of SnO x /CuPc interface by B0.50 eV, while the CuPc-related C 2p binding energy is decreased by almost 1 eV at the interface. The relative magnitude of the shifts suggests that the organic overlayer exhibits a more significant charge-related interaction than the oxide, or that the oxiderelated signal is screened or partially attenuated by the CuPc in the range of the XPS investigation. The observed strong energy shift is most probably caused by a simultaneous charge transfer via the SnO x /CuPc interface and, in the case of an organic overlayer, the charge rearrangement due to surface phenomena, which is discussed further below.
Another observation is the different behavior of the VD/VB max vs. VD/VB onset traces. In the case of VD, both values are following each other, keeping an almost constant energy separation. For VB onset the energy shift is almost negligible, while VB max is being shifted. This shift points to a significant narrowing of the VB main component, hence a more localized (in energy terms) character of the VB. Fig. 5(c) presents the relative binding energy shift for main CuPc-related core levels as a function of the majority signal information depth. The character of the changes (i.e. energy direction) remains the same for all of the considered energy levels. However, the overall magnitude of the shift is different and the trace is slightly different. The detected shift for Cu 2p was 0.40 eV, while for C 1s the change resulted in a 0.50 eV shift. The biggest shift with 0.55 eV was detected for the C-N component. Although the differences between the shifts of particular components are almost negligible in terms of the method uncertainty, the trace of the changes is important to analyse. The majority of the overall shift is located near the CuPc surface, while the shift near the SnO x /CuPc interface is B0.15 eV. It suggest that besides possible substrate-overlayer charge transfer, the CuPc undergoes an energy level shift related to environment-related interactions, e.g. oxygen uptake from the environment.
To support the conclusions about possible charge transfer across the SnO x /CuPc interface, the main energy separation change of the SnO x -related signals was compared to the CuPcrelated energy separation. The results of the ADXPS check are presented as an inset in Fig. 5(c) . The angle-dependent plot of the Sn 3d-C 1s and Sn 3d-N 1s energy separation shows a significant increase of the binding energy separation towards the lower probing depth, which may indicate a charge transfer. 56 Again, the most severe shift is located in the proximity of the organic surface. Our studies on thicker CuPc layers showed that the environment-related shift should not exceed 0.20 eV, 57 hence we conclude that the overall energy level shift is the result of overlapping interfacial and surface-related effects. The signal related to N 1s is clearly more shifted than the C 1s related one, which suggests that nitrogen is more susceptible for charge transfer effects.
For deeper understanding of the electronic processes taking place in the SnO x /CuPc structure, PYS was utilized. Although the method has only a very limited energy range of up to 8 eV, depending on the light source, it exhibits extraordinary sensitivity for the occupied states below the Fermi level. The excitation energy in PYS provides the capability of probing the interfacial energy level structure at the SnO x /CuPc interface, using a probing depth similar to in XPS. The measured signal in PYS is not purely originating from the surface, as, e.g., in ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. Fig. 6 presents the PYS spectrum obtained for a bare SnO x layer and for a SnO x /CuPc. A significant increase of the quantum yield (two orders of magnitude) can be detected after CuPc deposition. Based on procedures described in ref. 58 , the threshold energy was determined. In first approximation, the threshold energy can be assigned to the work function j of the sample under investigation, under the assumption that the sample holder, sample and the analyzer are at the same potential and the Fermi level E F is aligned. Hence the j SnO x = 4.87 eV and j SnO x /CuPc = 4.64 eV. Owing to fact that in the energy region of the SnO x /CuPc photoemission yield threshold, there is no detectable yield from SnO x (see black line in Fig. 6 ), one can assume that the j SnO x /CuPc = j CuPc . A shift of the threshold energy is detectable, which points to the existence of an interface dipole D = 0.23 eV between the SnO x and CuPc layers.
Subtracting the oxide layer signal from the SnO x /CuPc layered structure signal, it is possible to determine the contribution to the quantum yield from the organic overlayer. Next, plotting the resulting signal where according to Kane's theory n = 3 for organic semiconductors, 59 and fitting it with a linear function, 58 it is possible to determine the HOMO energy of the examined organic layer. The procedure is presented in the inset to Fig. 6 . This procedure yields E HOMO = 5.32 eV for CuPc. The E F -E HOMO energy separation then follows as 0.68 eV.
The above is consistent with the increase of the photoemission yield after CuPc deposition. The relatively weak photoemission from SnO x is due to fact that the probed energy region is the band gap energy range with only a minor number of occupied energy states. After CuPc deposition, the probed energy region is embracing the occupied energy states from the CuPc valance band (states below E HOMO ), hence there is significant number of additional states that can be excited by ultraviolet radiation.
All of the information drawn from both photoemission experiments allows drafting the band-like diagram showing the depth-related changes in the electronic structure of the examined bilayer system, as well as the energy level alignment at the SnO x /CuPc interface (Fig. 7) . The diagram is based on the assumption of an aligned Fermi level between the sample's layers and the measurement equipment. The right-hand-side depth scale at the bottom of the diagram is quantitative for information depth only for the organic layer owing to the limitations of the procedure to extract depth described above. The left-hand side related to SnO x is only semiquantitative to distinguish regions farther from or closer to the SnO x /CuPc interface.
The interface dipole is clearly visible with the drop in the vacuum level in Fig. 7 . The shape of the changes in energy position of the particular energy levels at the both sides of the interface points to charge transfer via the SnO x /CuPc interface as the most probable cause of the energy level shift. As a consequence, the oxide suffers significant hole accumulation near the interface while the organic layer exhibits electron accumulation at the opposite side of the interface. The behavior of the energy levels is consistent with the reverse bias model proposed by Renshaw and Forrest for inorganic/organic heterojunctions. 60 In this model, the carrier current was dominated by Shockley-Read-Hall generation in the depletion region of the inorganic oxide, and minority carrier diffusion took place into the inorganic layer and majority carrier transfer towards the organic layer. Hence, we assume that the most probable and dominating effect here is the electron transfer from the oxide layer to the organic film. At the organic side of the interface, the charge transfer causes a downward shift of the CuPc energy levels, as manifested by the first kink of the C 2p level. ''First'' refers to the position seen from the interface. The magnitude of the shift corresponds to the VB level shift at the oxide side. The charge transfer assumption is highly probable here since the pinning of the HOMO level energy position (which could prevent the charge transfer) is unlikely here as was described for similar systems before. 49, 61 The energy shift of the C 2p level near the ambient surface possesses a different origin. According to our experience with air-exposure-related processes in CuPc, the energy shift near the surface should be related to oxygen uptake, which induces an upward energy level shift of the CuPc's shallow energy levels. 62 The smaller magnitude of the oxide's deep core levels energy shift can be explained by the fact that SnO x valance levels are more susceptible to charge transfer effects than the core levels. This difference in sensitivity might be caused by screening effects. 63 An open question concerns the role of the defect levels in the electronic processes taking place at the SnO x /CuPc interface. According to our last study 28 and theoretical predictions made by Varley, Granato and Togo, 46, 64, 65 defect states are surfacerelated features and in their majority should be treated as electron donor states. It is obvious from the band diagram that the defect states are lowering the E F -E V energy distance. Hence, defects can reduce the charge injection barrier by changing the density of the occupied states distribution. 66 However, are they the centers of charge transfer? The different behavior of the VD and VB levels could give a hint in this direction. Analyzing the data from Fig. 5 (b) in their representation in Fig. 7 , we can observe that the VB levels are becoming energetically more localized towards the interface. Interfacial localization of the VB levels is supported by (i) absence of a depth-dependent difference in the VD max -VD onset energy separation, and (ii) the change in the VB max -VB onset energy separation. Consequently, the hypothesis is self-evident that the VB plays a key role in the charge transfer process, while VD states augment charge transfer by reducing the charge injection barrier. The explanation of the VB narrowing could be that according to the charge transfer multiplet theory, 67 the core hole potential created after the charge transfer leads to significant energy variations of different occupied energy states. This in turn might yield shape change of particular peaks representing occupied states in photoemission experiment, and in particular may lead to the observed narrowing of the VB component in this work.
Conclusions
An ultra-thin inorganic/organic hybrid structure has been analyzed within this work. The heterojunction based on SnO x and CuPc was characterized in detail, and its electronic structure and chemical composition have been determined.
The obtained heterojunction exhibited a high degree of purity with minor carbon and oxygen contamination. The in-depth chemical analysis pointed that the majority of the carbon contamination remains near the bottom of the sol-gel-derived SnO x layer as a residual of the manufacturing process. A slight oxygen-related contamination was found to be placed at the inorganic/organic interface.
The organic ultra-thin film in the investigated SnO x /CuPc structure drastically increases the photoemission yield from the examined SnO x -based structure. Photoemission allowed determination of the SnO x work function as 4.87 eV in the absence of an organic layer, and its drop to 4.64 eV after deposition of an View Article Online organic layer. The latter value was assigned to the CuPc work function in the examined system. The change of the work function by 0.23 eV was attributed to the existence of an interface dipole, manifested as the drop of the vacuum level position. The interface dipole is most probably caused by a charge transfer via the SnO x /CuPc interface. The interrogation of the core levels confirmed this charge displacement description. Quantitative analysis of core and valance energy levels revealed that the SnO x valance levels are more susceptible to charge transfer effects than the deep core levels: O 1s, Sn 3d shifted B0.20 eV, while VB shifted B0.50 eV. Differences in shifts might be also affected by screening effects. The charge transfer in the presence of an organic overlayer is manifested most intensively in the position of nitrogen-related core levels. However, the magnitude of CuPc's shallow energy level changes led to the conclusion that the C 2p levels are playing the key role in the charge transfer process owing to being a part of the CuPc's aromatic system. In the oxide layer, the V O and V Sn defect levels are supposed to augment the charge transfer by reducing the charge injection barrier. Moreover, the CuPc layer suffered a surface-related energy level shift, which was likely caused by oxidation. This was especially observable in a second C 2p shift and a core level shift at the vicinity of CuPc surface.
Information obtained with the conducted experiments allowed construction of a band-like diagram, presenting energy level alignment at the SnO x /CuPc interface.
The presented results prove the applicability of lab-based angle-dependent and energy-resolved photoemission methods for non-destructive analysis of the buried interface energy structure. In addition, determination of charge-related phenomena taking place at inorganic/organic junctions was demonstrated. This is of importance for ultra-thin layer technology of perspective inorganic-organic hybrid electronic devices as well as for fundamental and comprehensive understanding of physical and chemical processes at such interfaces.
